
In the early 21st century, many cities are being rapidly 
redeveloped. In this process, the needs of special interest 
groups, such as people with physical disabilities, are 
sometimes taken into account.

The process of developing cities increased hugely in this early time. In the 
waythis regard, many didn`t get the opportunities or facilities in a society. 
Like people with physical disabilities. I would like to pay my whole own 
opinion about this situation.

One of the most important items is having financial support or economic 
stability in their life. With disabilities, it is hard to get a job in a company in 
for some reasons. It may considered the kind of job or the rules of company 
may be considered. Although, in some country countries getting a job is hard 
for a fine person, so they need help to access a fixed monthly income.

In daily life, we can see they have many extra challenges to end a during the 
day. Usual problems for people like the Blinds. When they want to walk in 
sidewalks or crossing street. Using a stick is very old. They can have new 
products with satisfactional satisfactory options like using sensors or voice 
recommenders. Now in the most cities in less-developed country countries 
like Tehran, governors doesn`t  not care much about this issue. At least they 
can build a fulfilled suitable sidewalks with exceptional yellow or other color 
tiles. I think, even Blinds donare not`t allowed to use dogs to find the way to 
home.

Educational needs are important as much as others. Like learning sign 
languages with special tutors for the hearing-impaired hearings. I remember, 
Helen Celer as a legend, how she succeeded to in reading, talking and 
writewriting.



In conclusion, disabled people may should not to be neglectedpassed in all 
any societiessociety. They have the rights to have minimum equipments like 
others to improve their lifestyle for better life. 


